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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we note that the main convergence theorem in Zhang et al. (2011) [21] is
incorrect and we prove a correction. We also modify Halpern’s iteration for finding a fixed
point of a strongly relatively nonexpansive mapping in a Banach space. Consequently, two
strong convergence theorems for a relatively nonexpansive mapping and for a mapping
of firmly nonexpansive type are deduced. Using the concept of duality theorems, we
obtain analogue results for strongly generalized nonexpansivemappings and formappings
of firmly generalized nonexpansive type. In addition, we study two strong convergence
theorems concerning two types of resolvents of a maximal monotone operator in a Banach
space.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Manyproblems in nonlinear analysis can be reformulated as a problemof finding a fixed point of a nonexpansivemapping
of a closed and convex subset of a Banach space E (that is, ∥Tx−Ty∥ ≤ ∥x−y∥ for all x, y ∈ C). In 1953, Mann [1] introduced
the following iterative method: a sequence {xn} defined by x1 ∈ C and
xn+1 = αnxn + (1− αn)Txn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (1.1)
where {αn} is a sequence in [0, 1]. It is known that under appropriate conditions the sequence {xn} converges only weakly
to a fixed point of T . However, even in a Hilbert space, Mann iteration may fail to converge strongly; for example, see [2].
Several attempts to construct the iteration method guaranteeing the strong convergence have been made. For example,
Halpern [3] proposed the following so-called Halpern iteration: x1 = x ∈ C and
xn+1 = αnx+ (1− αn)Txn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (1.2)
where {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying
(C1) limn→∞ αn = 0;
(C2)
∞
n=1 αn = ∞;
(C3) limn→∞ αnαn+1 = 1 or
∞
n=1 |αn − αn+1| <∞.
Another approach was proposed by Bauschke and Combettes [4]. More precisely, their algorithm is defined by
x1 ∈ C is arbitrary,
yn = αnxn + (1− αn)Txn,
Cn = {z ∈ C : ∥yn − z∥ ≤ ∥xn − z∥},
Qn = {z ∈ C : ⟨xn − z, x1 − xn⟩ ≥ 0},
xn+1 = PCn∩Qnx1, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
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where lim supn→∞ αn < 1 and PK denotes the metric projection from a Hilbert space H onto a closed and convex subset K
ofH . It should be noted here that the iteration above works only in Hilbert space setting. To extend this iteration to a Banach
space, a relatively nonexpansivemapping [5–7] was introduced. Before we give its definition, we recall some notations. The
strong and weak convergences of a sequence {xn} in a Banach space E to an element x ∈ E are denoted by xn → x and
xn ⇀ x, respectively. Let E be a smooth Banach space and let E∗ be the dual of E. Denote by ⟨·, ·⟩ the pairing between E and
E∗. Let J be the normalized duality mapping from E to E∗. Alber [8] considered the following functional ϕ : E × E → [0,∞)
defined by
ϕ(x, y) = ∥x∥2 − 2⟨x, Jy⟩ + ∥y∥2
for all x, y ∈ E. Using this functional, Matsushita and Takahashi [5–7,9] studied and investigated the following mappings in
Banach spaces. Suppose that C is a subset of a smooth Banach space E. A mapping T : C → E is relatively nonexpansive if the
following properties are satisfied:
(R1) F(T ) ≠ ∅, where F(T ) denotes the fixed points set of T ;
(R2) ϕ(p, Tx) ≤ ϕ(p, x) for all p ∈ F(T ) and x ∈ C;
(R3) I − T is demi-closed at zero, that is, whenever a sequence {xn} in C converges weakly to p and {xn − Txn} converges
strongly to 0, it follows that p ∈ F(T ).
In aHilbert spaceH , the dualitymapping J is the identitymapping andϕ(x, y) = ∥x−y∥2 for all x, y ∈ H . Hence, if T : C → H
is a nonexpansive mapping of a nonempty, closed and convex subset C of H , then it is relatively nonexpansive.
There are many methods for approximating fixed points of relatively nonexpansive mappings (see, e.g., [5–7,10–21]). In
2004, Matsushita and Takahashi [5] studied the Mann-type iteration for a relatively nonexpansive mapping defined by
x1 ∈ C is arbitrary,
xn+1 = ΠC J−1(αnJxn + (1− αn)JTxn), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
where lim infn→∞ αn(1− αn) > 0, the interior of F(T ) is nonempty andΠC denotes the generalized projection from E onto
C . Moreover, they proposed the following analogue of the Bauschke and Combettes algorithm:
x1 ∈ C is arbitrary,
yn = J−1(αnJxn + (1− αn)JTxn),
Cn = {z ∈ C : ϕ(z, yn) ≤ ϕ(z, xn)},
Qn = {z ∈ C : ⟨xn − z, Jx1 − Jxn⟩ ≥ 0},
xn+1 = ΠCn∩Qnx1, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
where lim supn→∞ αn < 1.
Recently, Zhang et al. [21] modify Halpern’s iteration for finding fixed point of relatively nonexpansive mappings in the
following result.
Theorem 1.1 (Cf. [21, Theorem 4.1]). Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth
Banach space E and let T : C → C be a relatively nonexpansive mapping. Let {xn} be a sequence in C defined by x1 ∈ C and
xn+1 = ΠC J−1(αnJx1 + (1− αn)JTxn), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
where {αn} is a sequence in [0, 1] such that limn→∞ αn = 0. If the interior of F(T ) is nonempty, then {xn} converges strongly to
a fixed point of T .
Careful reading of the proof of Theorem 1.1, leads to the fact that the inequality (4.5) is not correct. Indeed, the
assumptions, for each u ∈ F(T ),
ϕ(u, xn+1) ≤ αnϕ(u, x1)+ (1− αn)ϕ(u, Txn),
limn→∞ αn = 0 and ϕ(u, Txn) ≤ ϕ(u, xn) are not enough to guarantee that
ϕ(u, xn+1) ≤ ϕ(u, xn).
Consequently, the inequalities (4.10)–(4.15) are also not correct. Moreover, we know that the interior of the singleton
fixed point set of T is empty and there are many relatively nonexpansive mappings whose fixed point sets are singleton.
We say that a relatively nonexpansive mapping T : C → E is strongly relatively nonexpansive [9,22] if whenever {xn} is a
bounded sequence in C such that ϕ(p, xn)− ϕ(p, Txn)→ 0 for some p ∈ F(T ) it follows that ϕ(Txn, xn)→ 0. Note that the
notion of a strongly nonexpansivemapping with respect to the normwas first introduced and studied in [23] (see also [24]).
Example 1.2 (Cf. [25,26]). Let E be a smooth, strictly convex, and reflexive Banach space and let C be a nonempty, closed
and convex subset of E. Let T : C → E be a relatively nonexpansive mapping. Suppose that there exists κ > 0 such that
ϕ(p, Tx)+ κϕ(Tx, x) ≤ ϕ(p, x)
for all p ∈ F(T ) and x ∈ C . Then T is a strongly nonexpansive mapping.
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Many authors studied weak and strong convergence theorems of strongly relatively nonexpansive mappings (see, for
instance, [10,12,19,25–30] and the references therein).
Another well-known family of mappings is the class of firmly nonexpansive mappings, where a mapping T : C → E is
called firmly nonexpansive type [27] if
ϕ(Tx, Ty)+ ϕ(Ty, Tx)+ ϕ(Tx, x)+ ϕ(Ty, y) ≤ ϕ(Tx, y)+ ϕ(Ty, x)
for all x, y ∈ C . See [19,27–31] for more information on firmly nonexpansive type mappings. It is easy to see that if T is
firmly nonexpansive typewith I−T is demi-closed at zero, then it is strongly relatively nonexpansive. Furthermore, there is
a mapping which is strongly relatively nonexpansive but is not firmly nonexpansive type as the following example shows.
Example 1.3. Let E be a smooth, strictly convex, and reflexive Banach space and let T : E → E be a mapping defined by
Tx =

0 if x = 0
2
3
sin
1
∥x∥

x if x ≠ 0.
Then F(T ) = {0}. We observe that
ϕ(Tx, x) =

4
9
sin2
1
∥x∥

∥x∥2 − 2

2
3
sin2
1
∥x∥

⟨x, Jx⟩ + ∥x∥2
=

1− 2
3
sin
1
∥x∥
2
∥x∥2
≤

1+ 2
3
2
∥x∥2 = 25
9
∥x∥2.
Then
ϕ(0, Tx) =

4
9
sin2
1
∥x∥

∥x∥2 ≤ 4
9
∥x∥2
= ∥x∥2 − 5
9
∥x∥2
≤ ϕ(0, x)− 1
5
ϕ(Tx, x)
for all x ∈ E. This implies that T is relatively nonexpansive and
1
5
ϕ(Tx, x) ≤ ϕ(0, x)− ϕ(0, Tx)
for all x ∈ E. It follows that ϕ(Txn, xn)→ 0 whenever {xn} is a bounded sequence such that ϕ(0, xn)− ϕ(0, Txn)→ 0. That
is, T is strongly relatively nonexpansive. Let x0 ∈ SE be fixed. Put x = 2π x0 and y = 23π x0. Then Tx = 43π x0 and Ty = − 49π x0.
It follows that
ϕ(Tx, Ty) = 16
9π2
− 2

4
3π
x0, J

− 4
9π
x0

+ 16
81π2
= 256
81π2
= ϕ(Ty, Tx).
Consequently,
ϕ(Tx, Ty)+ ϕ(Ty, Tx)+ ϕ(Tx, x)+ ϕ(Ty, y) = 2 256
81π2
+ 4
9π2
+ 100
81π2
= 4
9π2
+ 612
81π2
>
4
9π2
+ 484
81π2
= ϕ(Tx, y)+ ϕ(Ty, x).
Hence, T is not firmly nonexpansive type.
The purpose of this paper is to prove for a class of strongly relatively nonexpansive mappings that only Conditions
(C1) and (C2) are sufficient for the strong convergence theorem of Halpern’s iterations to a fixed point of T without the
assumption of the nonempty interior of the fixed point set of T . Consequently, a strong convergence theorem for a relatively
nonexpansive mapping is deduced and a correction for [21, Theorem 4.1] is presented. Using a concept of duality theorems
(see, for instance, [32,33]), we obtain an analogue result for a strongly generalized nonexpansive mapping. Moreover,
two corresponding strong convergence theorems for a firmly nonexpansive type mapping [27] and a firmly generalized
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nonexpansive type mapping [34] are deduced. Finally, we discuss two strong convergence theorems concerning two types
of resolvents of a maximal monotone operator in a Banach space.
2. Preliminaries
We present several definitions and preliminaries which are needed in this paper. We say that a Banach space E is strictly
convex if the following implication holds for any x, y ∈ E:
∥x∥ = ∥y∥ = 1 and x ≠ y imply
x+ y2
 < 1.
We say that E is uniformly convex if for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
∥x∥ = ∥y∥ = 1 and ∥x− y∥ ≥ ε imply
x+ y2
 ≤ 1− δ.
It is known that if E is a uniformly convex Banach space, then E is reflexive and strictly convex.
Let SE denote the unit sphere of E, that is, SE := {x ∈ E : ∥x∥ = 1}. The norm ∥ · ∥ of E is said to be Gâteaux differentiable
if
lim
t→0
∥x+ ty∥ − ∥x∥
t
(2.1)
exists for each x, y ∈ SE . In this case, E is said to be smooth. The norm of E is said to be uniformly Gâteaux differentiable (resp.
Fréchet differentiable) if for each y ∈ SE (resp. for each x ∈ SE) the limit (2.1) is attained uniformly for any x ∈ SE (resp.
uniformly for any y ∈ SE). The norm of E is said to be uniformly Fréchet differentiable (and E is called uniformly smooth) if the
limit (2.1) is attained uniformly for any x, y ∈ SE . This is well-known that
(1) if E is reflexive, then E is smooth if and only if E∗ is strictly convex;
(2) E is uniformly smooth if and only if E∗ is uniformly convex.
The value of x∗ ∈ E∗ at x ∈ E is denoted by ⟨x, x∗⟩. The duality mapping J : E → 2E∗ is defined by
Jx = {x∗ ∈ E∗ : ⟨x, x∗⟩ = ∥x∥2 = ∥x∗∥2}.
We also know the following properties (see, e.g., [35] for details):
(a) J(x) ≠ ∅ for each x ∈ E.
(b) If E is smooth, then J is single valued.
(c) If E is strictly convex, then J(x) ∩ J(y) = ∅ for all x ≠ y.
(d) If E has a uniformly Gâteaux differentiable norm, then J is uniformly norm-to-weak∗ continuous on each bounded subset
of E.
(e) If E has a Fréchet differentiable norm, then J is norm-to-norm continuous.
(f) If E is uniformly smooth, then J is uniformly norm-to-norm continuous on each bounded subset of E.
(g) If E is a Hilbert space, then J is the identity operator.
Let E be a smooth Banach space. The function ϕ : E × E → R (see [8]) is defined by
ϕ(x, y) = ∥x∥2 − 2⟨x, Jy⟩ + ∥y∥2.
It is obvious from the definition of the function ϕ that
(∥x∥ − ∥y∥)2 ≤ ϕ(x, y) ≤ (∥x∥ + ∥y∥)2
and
ϕ

x, J−1 (λJy+ (1− λ)Jz) ≤ λϕ(x, y)+ (1− λ)ϕ(x, z) (2.2)
for all λ ∈ [0, 1] and x, y, z ∈ E. It is also easy to check that if {xn} and {yn} are bounded sequences of a smooth Banach space
E, then xn − yn → 0 implies that ϕ(xn, yn)→ 0.
Lemma 2.1 (Cf. [36, Proposition 2]). Let E be a uniformly convex and smooth Banach space and let {xn} and {yn} be two sequences
of E such that {xn} or {yn} is bounded. If ϕ(xn, yn)→ 0, then xn − yn → 0.
Remark 2.2. For any bounded sequences {xn} and {yn} in a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space E, we
have
ϕ(xn, yn)→ 0⇐⇒ xn − yn → 0⇐⇒ Jxn − Jyn → 0.
Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a reflexive, strictly convex and smooth Banach space E. It is known
that [8,36] for any x ∈ E there exists a unique pointx ∈ C such that
ϕ(x, x) = min
y∈C ϕ(y, x).
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Following Alber [8], we denote such an elementx byΠCx. The mappingΠC is called the generalized projection from E onto
C . It is easy to see that, in a Hilbert space, the mappingΠC coincides with the metric projection PC .
Lemma 2.3 (Cf. [36, Propositions 4 and 5]). Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a reflexive, strictly convex and
smooth Banach space E, x ∈ E andx ∈ C. Then
(a) x = ΠCx if and only if ⟨y−x, Jx− Jx⟩ ≤ 0 for all y ∈ C;
(b) ϕ(y,ΠCx)+ ϕ(ΠCx, x) ≤ ϕ(y, x) for all y ∈ C.
Remark 2.4. The generalized projection mappingΠC above is relatively nonexpansive and F(ΠC ) = C .
Let E be a reflexive, strictly convex and smooth Banach space. The duality mapping J∗ from E∗ onto E∗∗ = E coincides
with the inverse of the dualitymapping J from E onto E∗, that is, J∗ = J−1.Wewill use the followingmapping V : E×E∗ → R
studied in [8]:
V (x, x∗) = ∥x∥2 − 2⟨x, x∗⟩ + ∥x∗∥2 (2.3)
for all x ∈ E and x∗ ∈ E∗. Obviously, V (x, x∗) = ϕ(x, J−1(x∗)) for all x ∈ E and x∗ ∈ E∗.
Lemma 2.5 (Cf. [8] and [37, Lemma 3.2]). Let E be a reflexive, strictly convex and smooth Banach space. Then
V (x, x∗)+ 2⟨J−1(x∗)− x, y∗⟩ ≤ V (x, x∗ + y∗)
for all x ∈ E and x∗, y∗ ∈ E∗.
Lemma 2.6 (Cf. [38, Lemma 2.1]). Let {an} be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers. Suppose that
an+1 ≤ (1− γn)an + γnδn
for all n ∈ N, where the sequences {γn} in (0, 1) and {δn} in R satisfy the following conditions: limn→∞ γn = 0,∞n=1 γn = ∞
and lim supn→∞ δn ≤ 0. Then limn→∞ an = 0.
Lemma 2.7 (Cf. [39, Lemma 3.1]). Let {an} be a sequence of real numbers such that there exists a subsequence {ni} of {n} such
that ani < ani+1 for all i ∈ N. Then there exists a nondecreasing sequence {mk} ⊂ N such that mk → ∞ and the following
properties are satisfied by all (sufficiently large) numbers k ∈ N:
amk ≤ amk+1 and ak ≤ amk+1.
In fact, mk = max{j ≤ k : aj < aj+1}.
Lemma 2.8 (Cf. [40, Lemma 1]). Suppose that {an} and {bn} are sequences of nonnegative real numbers such that
an+1 ≤ an + bn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
If
∞
n=1 bn <∞, then limn→∞ an exists.
3. Strongly relatively nonexpansive mappings
In this section, we use Halpern’s idea [3] for finding fixed point of strongly relatively nonexpansive mappings in a
uniformly convex and smooth Banach space.
A mapping T : C → E is said to be relatively quasi-nonexpansive [15] if it satisfies only (R1) and (R2). In a Hilbert space
H , the duality mapping J is the identity mapping and ϕ(x, y) = ∥x − y∥2 for all x, y ∈ H . Hence, if T : C → H is relatively
quasi-nonexpansive, then it is quasi-nonexpansive, that is, ∥p− Tx∥ ≤ ∥p− x∥ for all p ∈ F(T ) and x ∈ C . In the sequel, we
shall need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (Cf. [15, Lemma 2.5]). Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a strictly convex and smooth Banach space
E and let T : C → E be a relatively quasi-nonexpansive mapping. Then F(T ) is closed and convex.
Lemma 3.2. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex and smooth Banach space E, T : C → E
be a relatively nonexpansive mapping, x ∈ E andx = ΠF(T )x. Suppose that {xn} and {yn} are bounded sequences such that
ϕ(Txn, xn)→ 0 and ϕ(Txn, yn)→ 0. Then
lim sup
n→∞
⟨yn −x, Jx− Jx⟩ ≤ 0.
Proof. From the uniform convexity of E and Lemma 2.1,
Txn − xn → 0 and yn − xn → 0.
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From property (R3) of the mapping T , we choose a subsequence {xni} of {xn} such that xni ⇀ y ∈ F(T ) and
lim sup
n→∞
⟨yn −x, Jx− Jx⟩ = lim sup
n→∞
⟨xn −x, Jx− Jx⟩ = lim
i→∞⟨xni −x, Jx− Jx⟩.
From Lemma 2.3(a), we immediately obtain that
lim sup
n→∞
⟨yn −x, Jx− Jx⟩ = ⟨y−x, Jx− Jx⟩ ≤ 0. 
Using the technique in [16,39], we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex and smooth Banach space E and let T : C → E
be a strongly relatively nonexpansive mapping. Let {xn} be a sequence in C defined by u ∈ E, x1 ∈ C and
xn+1 = ΠC J−1(αnJu+ (1− αn)JTxn), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (3.1)
where {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying
(C1) limn→∞ αn = 0;
(C2)
∞
n=1 αn = ∞.
Then {xn} converges strongly toΠF(T )u.
Proof. Let
yn ≡ J−1(αnJu+ (1− αn)JTxn).
Then xn+1 ≡ ΠCyn. Since F(T ) is nonempty, closed and convex, we putu = ΠF(T )u.
We first show that {xn} is bounded. From Remark 2.4 and (2.2), we have
ϕ(u, xn+1) ≤ ϕ(u, yn)
≤ αnϕ(u, u)+ (1− αn)ϕ(u, Txn)
≤ αnϕ(u, u)+ (1− αn)ϕ(u, xn)
≤ max{ϕ(u, u), ϕ(u, xn)}.
By induction, we have
ϕ(u, xn+1) ≤ max{ϕ(u, u), ϕ(u, x1)}
for all n ∈ N. This implies that {xn} is bounded and so is the sequence {Txn}. From Condition (C1) and (2.2), we obtain
ϕ(Txn, yn) ≤ αnϕ(Txn, u)+ (1− αn)ϕ(Txn, Txn) = αnϕ(Txn, u)→ 0. (3.2)
From Remark 2.4, Lemma 2.5 and (2.2), we have
ϕ(u, xn+1) ≤ ϕ(u, yn) = V (u, Jyn)
≤ V (u, Jyn − αn(Ju− Ju ))− 2⟨yn −u,−αn(Ju− Ju )⟩
= V (u, αnJu+ (1− αn)JTxn)+ 2αn⟨yn −u, Ju− Ju ⟩
= ϕ(u, J−1(αnJu+ (1− αn)JTxn))+ 2αn⟨yn −u, Ju− Ju ⟩
≤ αnϕ(u,u)+ (1− αn)ϕ(u, Txn)+ 2αn⟨yn −u, Ju− Ju ⟩
≤ (1− αn)ϕ(u, xn)+ 2αn⟨yn −u, Ju− Ju ⟩, (3.3)
for all n ∈ N.
The rest of the proof will be divided into two parts.
Case 1. Suppose that there exists n0 ∈ N such that {ϕ(u, xn)}∞n=n0 is nonincreasing. In this situation, {ϕ(u, xn)} is then
convergent. Then
ϕ(u, xn)− ϕ(u, xn+1)→ 0. (3.4)
Notice that
ϕ(u, xn+1) ≤ αnϕ(u, u)+ (1− αn)ϕ(u, Txn).
It follows from (3.4) and Condition (C1) that
ϕ(u, xn)− ϕ(u, Txn) = ϕ(u, xn)− ϕ(u, xn+1)+ ϕ(u, xn+1)− ϕ(u, Txn)
≤ ϕ(u, xn)− ϕ(u, xn+1)+ αn (ϕ(u, u)− ϕ(u, Txn))→ 0.
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Since T is strongly relatively nonexpansive,
ϕ(Txn, xn)→ 0.
It follows from (3.2) and Lemma 3.2 that
lim sup
n→∞
⟨yn −u, Ju− Ju ⟩ ≤ 0.
Hence the conclusion follows from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.1, and (3.3).
Case 2. Suppose that there exists a subsequence {ni} of {n} such that
ϕ(u, xni) < ϕ(u, xni+1)
for all i ∈ N. Then, by Lemma 2.7, there exists a nondecreasing sequence {mk} ⊂ N such thatmk →∞,
ϕ(u, xmk) ≤ ϕ(u, xmk+1) and ϕ(u, xk) ≤ ϕ(u, xmk+1)
for all k ∈ N. This together with Condition (C1) gives
ϕ(u, xmk)− ϕ(u, Txmk) = ϕ(u, xmk)− ϕ(u, xmk+1)+ ϕ(u, xmk+1)− ϕ(u, Txmk)
≤ αmk

ϕ(u, u)− ϕ(u, Txmk)→ 0.
This implies that
ϕ(Txmk , xmk)→ 0.
It now follows from (3.2) and Lemma 3.2 that
lim sup
k→∞
⟨ymk −u, Ju− Ju ⟩ ≤ 0. (3.5)
From (3.3), we have
ϕ(u, xmk+1) ≤ (1− αmk)ϕ(u, xmk)+ 2αmk⟨ymk −u, Ju− Ju ⟩. (3.6)
Since ϕ(u, xmk) ≤ ϕ(u, xmk+1), we have
αmkϕ(u, xmk) ≤ ϕ(u, xmk)− ϕ(u, xmk+1)+ 2αmk⟨ymk −u, Ju− Ju ⟩
≤ 2αmk⟨ymk −u, Ju− Ju ⟩.
In particular, since αmk > 0, we get
ϕ(u, xmk) ≤ 2⟨ymk −u, Ju− Ju ⟩.
It follows from (3.5) that ϕ(u, xmk)→ 0. This together with (3.6) gives
ϕ(u, xmk+1)→ 0.
But ϕ(u, xk) ≤ ϕ(u, xmk+1) for all k ∈ N, we conclude that xk →u.
This implies that xn →u and the proof is complete. 
Remark 3.4. The result [41, Corollary 8] is a special case of our result.
Lemma 3.5 (Cf. [12, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2]). Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex and uniformly
smooth Banach space E. Let T : C → E be a relatively nonexpansive mapping. Let U be the mapping defined by
U = J−1(λJ + (1− λ)JT ),
where λ ∈ (0, 1), then U : C → E is strongly relatively nonexpansive and F(U) = F(T ).
Applying Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.5, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.6 (Cf. [16, Corollary 5]). Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth
Banach space E and let T : C → E be a relatively nonexpansive mapping. Let {xn} be a sequence in C defined by u ∈ E, x1 ∈ C
and
xn+1 = ΠC J−1(αnJu+ (1− αn)(λJxn + (1− λ)JTxn))
for all n ∈ N, where {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying Conditions (C1) and (C2), and λ ∈ (0, 1). Then {xn} converges strongly
toΠF(T )u.
Remark 3.7. In Theorems 3.3 and 3.6, the condition of the nonempty interior of fixed point set of T is not needed.
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We next prove a strong convergence theorem of our iteration in the presence of another condition and give the revised
version of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.8. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space E and let
T : C → E be a relatively nonexpansive mapping. Let {xn} be a sequence in C defined by (3.1), where {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1)
satisfying
∞
n=1 αn <∞. If the interior of F(T ) is nonempty, then {xn} converges strongly to z, where z = limn→∞ΠF(T )xn.
Proof. We show only that {Jxn} is a Cauchy sequence. To this end, we revise inequalities (4.5) and (4.15) in the proof of [21,
Theorem 4.1] as follows: for eachw ∈ F(T ),
ϕ(w, xn+1) ≤ ϕ(w, xn)+ αnϕ(w, x1),
and there exist p ∈ F(T ), h ∈ E with ∥h∥ ≤ 1 and r > 0 such that p+ rh ∈ F(T ) and
∥Jxm − Jxn∥ ≤ 12r (ϕ(p, xm)− ϕ(p, xn))+
ϕ(p+ rh, x1)
r
n−1
i=m
αi,
for eachm < n, respectively. Since
∞
n=1 αn <∞ from Lemma 2.8, we have limn→∞ ϕ(w, xn) exists and so {Jxn} is a Cauchy
sequence. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of [21, Theorem 4.1], so it is left for the reader to verify. 
From Theorem 3.3, we apply the result for finding fixed point of a firmly nonexpansive type mapping. Since firmly
nonexpansive type mappings in a uniformly convex Banach space E whose norm is uniformly Gâteaux differentiable are
strongly relatively nonexpansive [27, Theorem 5.2], we have the following results.
Theorem 3.9. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space E whose norm is uniformly
Gâteaux differentiable. Let T : C → E be a firmly nonexpansive type mapping such that F(T ) is nonempty. Suppose that {αn} is
a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying Conditions (C1) and (C2). Then the sequence {xn} defined by (3.1) converges strongly toΠF(T )u.
Theorem 3.10. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space E.
Let T : C → E be a firmly nonexpansive type mapping such that F(T ) is nonempty. Suppose that {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1)
satisfying
∞
n=1 αn < ∞. If the interior of F(T ) is nonempty, then the sequence {xn} defined by (3.1) converges strongly to z,
where z = limn→∞ΠF(T )xn.
4. Strongly generalized nonexpansive mappings
Let C be a subset of a smooth Banach space E. In 2007, Ibaraki and Takahashi [42] introduced the following mapping. A
mapping T : C → E is generalized nonexpansive if the following properties are satisfied:
(G1) F(T ) ≠ ∅;
(G2) ϕ(Tx, p) ≤ ϕ(x, p) for all x ∈ C and p ∈ F(T ).
A generalized nonexpansive mapping T : C → E is strongly generalized nonexpansive [16] if whenever {xn} is a bounded
sequence in C such that ϕ(xn, p)− ϕ(Txn, p)→ 0 for some p ∈ F(T ) it follows that ϕ(xn, Txn)→ 0. A mapping T : C → E
satisfies property (G3) if whenever {xn} is a sequence in C such that Jxn ∗⇀ Jp and Jxn−JTxn → 0 it follows that p ∈ F(T ). Here∗
⇀ denotes the weak∗ convergence in the dual space. A mapping R : E → C is said to be a sunny generalized nonexpansive
retraction if the following properties are satisfied:
(1) R is generalized nonexpansive;
(2) R(Rx+ t(x− Rx)) = Rx for all x ∈ E and t ≥ 0;
(3) Rx = x for all x ∈ C .
A nonempty subset C of E is said to be a sunny generalized nonexpansive retract (resp. generalized nonexpansive retract) of E if
there exists a sunny generalized nonexpansive retraction (resp. generalized nonexpansive retraction) of E onto C (see [42]
for more details). We know the following result.
Lemma 4.1 (Cf. [43, Theorem 3.3]). Let C be a nonempty and closed subset of a reflexive, strictly convex and smooth Banach
space E. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) C is a sunny generalized nonexpansive retract of E;
(ii) C is a generalized nonexpansive retract of E;
(iii) JC is closed and convex.
In this case, the sunny generalized nonexpansive retraction from E onto C is given by J−1ΠJC J , where ΠJC is the generalized
projection from E∗ onto JC.
In 2007, Ibaraki and Takahashi [44] proved that the sequence {xn} defined by (1.1) convergesweakly to a fixed point of a
generalized nonexpansive mapping T .
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Let C be a nonempty subset of a smooth, strictly convex and reflexive Banach space E and let T : C → E be a mapping.
We define the duality T ∗ : JC → E∗ of T by (see [32])
T ∗x∗ = JTJ−1x∗ for all x∗ ∈ JC .
The following duality theorem is proved in [33, Theorem 20].
Lemma 4.2. Let C be a nonempty subset of a reflexive, strictly convex and smooth Banach space E. Let T : C → E be a strongly
generalized nonexpansive mapping with property (G3) and let T ∗ : JC → E∗ be the duality of T . Then T ∗ is strongly relatively
nonexpansive and F(T ∗) = JF(T ).
Theorem 4.3. Let C be a nonempty, closed and sunny generalized nonexpansive retract of a uniformly smooth Banach space
E whose dual space has a Fréchet differentiable norm. Let T : C → E be a strongly generalized nonexpansive mapping with
property (G3). Let {xn} be a sequence in C defined by u ∈ E, x1 ∈ C and
xn+1 = RC (αnu+ (1− αn)Txn), (4.1)
where {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying Conditions (C1) and (C2). Then {xn} converges strongly to RF(T )u, where RF(T ) is the
unique sunny generalized nonexpansive retraction from E onto F(T ).
Proof. Suppose that T ∗ : JC → E∗ is the duality of T . From Lemma 4.2, T ∗ is strongly relatively nonexpansive and F(T ∗) =
JF(T ). Let x∗n ≡ Jxn and u∗ = Ju. Using (4.1) and RC = J−1ΠJC J , we obtain
x∗n+1 = ΠJC J(αnJ−1u∗ + (1− αn)J−1T ∗x∗n)
= ΠJC J∗−1

αnJ∗u∗ + (1− αn)J∗T ∗x∗n

for all n ∈ N. Applying Theorem 3.3 gives x∗n → ΠF(T∗)u∗. Since J−1 is norm-to-norm continuous,
xn = J−1x∗n → J−1ΠF(T∗)u∗ = J−1ΠJF(T )(Ju) = RF(T )u. 
If the mapping T in Theorem 4.3 is a self mapping, then we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let C be a nonempty, closed, convex and sunny generalized nonexpansive retract of a uniformly smooth Banach
space E whose dual space has a Fréchet differentiable norm. Let T : C → C be a strongly generalized nonexpansive mapping with
property (G3). Let {xn} be a sequence in C defined by u, x1 ∈ C and
xn+1 = αnu+ (1− αn)Txn,
where {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying Conditions (C1) and (C2). Then {xn} converges strongly to RF(T )u.
Let C be a nonempty subset of a smooth Banach space E. Recall that a mapping T : C → E is firmly generalized non-
expansive type [34] if
ϕ(Tx, Ty)+ ϕ(Ty, Tx)+ ϕ(x, Tx)+ ϕ(y, Ty) ≤ ϕ(x, Ty)+ ϕ(y, Tx)
for all x, y ∈ C . It is not hard to show that the duality of a firmly generalized nonexpansive type mapping is firmly
nonexpansive type. As a consequence of Theorem 3.9, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.5. Let C be a nonempty, closed and sunny generalized nonexpansive retract of a uniformly convex and uniformly
smooth Banach space E. Let T : C → E be a firmly generalized nonexpansive type mapping with F(T ) is nonempty. Suppose that
{αn} is a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying Conditions (C1) and (C2). Then the sequence {xn} defined by (4.1) converges strongly to
RF(T )u.
5. Maximal monotone operators
Let E be a reflexive, strictly convex and smooth Banach space and let A ⊂ E × E∗ be a set-valued mapping with range
R(A) = {x∗ ∈ E∗ : x∗ ∈ Ax} and domain D(A) = {x ∈ E : Ax ≠ ∅}. Then the mapping A is said to be monotone if
⟨x − y, x∗ − y∗⟩ ≥ 0 whenever (x, x∗), (y, y∗) ∈ A. It is also said to be maximal monotone if A is monotone and there is no
monotone operator from E into E∗ whose graph properly contains the graph of A. It is known that if A ⊂ E × E∗ is maximal
monotone, then A−10 is closed and convex.
Theorem 5.1 (Cf. [45]). Let E be a reflexive, strictly convex and smooth Banach space and let A ⊂ E×E∗ be amonotone operator.
Then A is maximal monotone if and only if R(J + rA) = E∗ for all r > 0.
Using Theorem 5.1, we obtain that for every r > 0 and x ∈ E, there exists a unique xr ∈ D(A) such that
Jx ∈ Jxr + rAxr .
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The single valued mapping Jr : E → D(A) by Jrx = xr , that is, Jr = (J + rA)−1J is called the resolvent of A. We know that
A−10 = F(Jr) for all r > 0 (see [27,28,37] for more details).
Theorem 5.2 (Cf. [27, Lemma 2.3]). Let E be a reflexive, strictly convex and smooth Banach space and let A ⊂ E × E∗ be a
maximal monotone operator. Let Jr be the resolvent of A, where r > 0. If A−10 is nonempty, then Jr is firmly nonexpansive type.
Using this result and Theorem3.9,weprove a strong convergence theorem for resolvents ofmaximalmonotone operators
in a Banach space.
Theorem 5.3. Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space whose norm is uniformly Gâteaux differentiable and let A ⊂ E × E∗ be
a maximal monotone operator. Let Jr be the resolvent of A, where r > 0. Let {xn} be a sequence defined by u, x1 ∈ E and
xn+1 = J−1(αnJu+ (1− αn)JJrxn),
where {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying Conditions (C1) and (C2). If A−10 is nonempty, then {xn} converges strongly to
ΠA−10u.
From Theorem 5.1, if E is reflexive, strictly convex and smooth and B ⊂ E∗ × E(=E∗ × E∗∗) is a maximal monotone
operator, then R(J−1 + rB) = E for all r > 0. Thus, if r > 0 and x ∈ E, then there exists z ∈ E such that
x = J−1(Jx) ∈ J−1(Jz)+ rB(Jz) = z + rBJz.
It follows from the strict convexities of E and E∗ that such a point z is unique. Thus we can define the generalized resolvent
Qr of B by
Qrx = z = (I + rBJ)−1x.
For more details, see [42,46].
Lemma 5.4 (Cf. [34, Lemma 3.5]). Let E be a reflexive, strictly convex Banach space whose dual space has a uniformly Gâteaux
differentiable norm and let B ⊂ E∗ × E be a maximal monotone operator. Let Qr be the generalized resolvent of B, where r > 0.
If B−10 is nonempty, then Qr is firmly generalized nonexpansive.
Using this result and Theorem 4.5, we prove a strong convergence theorem for generalized resolvents of maximal
monotone operators in a Banach space.
Theorem 5.5. Let E be a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space and let B ⊂ E∗ × E be a maximal monotone
operator. Let Qr be the generalized resolvent of B, where r > 0. Let {xn} be a sequence defined by u, x1 ∈ E and
xn+1 = αnu+ (1− αn)Qrxn,
where {αn} is a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying Conditions (C1) and (C2). If B−10 is nonempty, then {xn} converges strongly to
R(BJ)−10u, where R(BJ)−10 is the unique sunny generalized nonexpansive retraction from E onto (BJ)
−10.
Remark 5.6. In Theorem 5.5, we present a strong convergence theorem for the generalized resolvent with a new control
condition. This is complementary to Ibaraki and Takahashi’s result [46, Theorem 4.2].
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